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 Shakespeare is the delight fleet of harbor of English literature not only for his great contributions but 

also for his new path of writing across the world during prominent phase of English changing world. His work is 

still alive in the eyes of youth and posterity. He has given durable concept of art of writing in the form of plays, 

poetry and stories. He has drawn a great attention of people through dark side of life as well as light side of life. 

Through these two sides of life, he proved his love, affection, sympathy and trust as the brimming rivers of 

thoughts and aromatic ideas- in the world. His insight ideas really in the deepest association of love and death, 

these things 'love' and 'death' are used by him as the master key for his writings. He observed the fragrance of 

earthly life very closely and he expressed his experienced thought through his great work as "The Rape of 

Lucree", is derived from Ovid's Fasti, this is the real History of Rome. This work of Shakespeare took its 

prominent position among his so many great works in addition to death instead of love or ecstasy. Lucree is the 

noble women and also virtuous but unfortunately she is raped by the son of king Tarquin. She is the wife of his 

friend. At that time, her husband and his father in law (Lucree's father) arrive there and then both of them see 

that unbearable sight happened with Lucree. She willingly tells them about that heinous incident, Finally, she 

herself stabs a knife and to meet with death. In this incident, not only the death of Lucree but also the death of 

all members of Tarquin's family. Everything of his family has rooted out and banished. So, in this work of 

Shakespeare not only death of Character but the death of so many souls can be seen as the final settlement.  

 I have remembered a beautiful quote of Maya Angelou "If we lose love and self-respect for each other, 

this is how we finally die." Therefore, we can find out the same situation happened with Lucree in her life so 

because of her losing self-respect, would be better if she commits suicide and touch the feet of burden free 

world. After all, only one is fact of the world that is death, Nothing could have the certain fragrance of this 

universe except death, it can be seen as the ultimate goal of all living things across the world but I explore my 

views against Shakespeare's work in which so many statements are related to the ultimate goal as well as the 

Final settlement of earthly life. In 'Hamlet' a powerful line could have the complete example of human's goal of 

life as "Thou know'st 'tis common; all that lives must die, passing through nature to eternity" (Act -1, 

scene-II, Line No- 72). This line has really the complete meaning of human's activities on the earth because very 

clear for our understanding regarding final goal; He wants to pass the meaning of this physical life that it is very 

general way on which everyone has to walk covertly or overtly, willingly or unwillingly and directly or 

indirectly. This physical world is only the way for passing because we come from the immortal world and after 

certain span of time when we finish our journey then enter again into the immortal world. This mortal world is 

like a guest house where we can stay for short period of our entire journey. Therefore, according to 

Shakespeare's point of view, this is very common for all, nobody can  escape it ; it's inevitable; and John Donne 

says, "Death! Be not proud."  

 Other hand, Shakespeare always tries to show that love and death both are the natural force of nature. 

Nobody of this world can have that power to control or to use accordingly because both are not the human's 

creation, it is the creation of God. It has super-natural force and controlled by natural power. Here a very 

suitable proverb can be used by us "Man purposes; God disposes". Everything happens not on the basis of 

physical power of human beings but happens on the super natural power of the king of immortal world. 

Shakespeare's predecessor as Christopher Marlowe, who has borrowed whose ideas against death but who also 

lose the ideas of this physical life in the comparison of eternal life. Eternal force of life is more powerful than 

this physical force of life. Marlowe has designed the real picture of this world through his great work as "Dr. 

Faustus" In this play, death can be seen as the final destination of living creatures. When we enter in this 

physical world since then the problems and sufferings world be started, every dramatist displayed this type of 

expression through books but when we observe closely this physical world then we get one thing that is very 

common in everyone's life as suffering but ultimately we can share my views after going through Shakespeare's 

work like 'Venus and Adonis' in which the main character also meets to death and in this the trying of that 

young man can be clearly seen but he remains unsuccessful although he is killed by a wild boar. So we have 

very close experience to say death is a natural force and more powerful than the force of love. So that birth is the 
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arrival of pain and miseries but death is the departure of that. In his many plays, the departure of pain can be 

seen as the final destination "Death or suicide is depicted as an important Roman custom, Brutus and 

Cassius, Antony and Portia all commit suicide and also submits to death as their destination of earthly 

life." 

 As we know that the force has been fetched eternally to find out the meaning of true world. According 

to him, this world is not true in which we open our eyes, that world is true in which we close our eyes 

permanently because God made that world so sweet, is the world without burden and pain so I have remembered 

his sonnet No. 54. 

 They live unwooded, and unrespectly fade,  

 Die to themselves, Sweet roses do not so;  

 Of their sweet deaths are sweetest odours made.  

 And so of you, beauteous and lovely youth,  

 When that shall vade, by verse distils your truth".    

             In these lines, he explores his high force of imaginative world to draw the picture of this 

colourful world or heavenly world that looks so sweet having true marriage of two spirits as well as true minds. 

Not only these works of William Shakespeare but also many works of him have great essence of death. So we 

can draw his best ideas that death is the final destination through the great art of writing and the art of 

imaginations are not avoidable when we go through the literary world.  

Conclusion : 

 We are very familiar with Shakespeare's works which are based upon the concept of love, the concept 

of death and the concept of revenge. His all concepts are inspired by the great scholars of University Wits. His 

treatment of death as well as love in his works is predominantly a product of a new orientation. He expresses his 

art of writing in addition to super-natural force through calculative selection of words, phrases and sentences for 

an inspirational path of human life. This is unbeatable art of writing of William Shakespeare has been taken 

from his adverse circumstances of life. He expresses his thoughts regarding human's life that life is like a 

journey having pains and perils but we are travelers so our final destination is death. According to his works, 

Death is the solution of pains and perils of earthly life. Our close observation for Shakespeare's works is 

perpetual because of his writing for immortal world. He tested his thoughts again and again in the world of love 

or in the world of death to reach at the final destination of life but finally he got himself death is the ultimate 

goal of life.  
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